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Abstract 
Global-clock-bounded equivalence has been proposed in the literature as a performance-sensi- 
tive bisimulation-based semantics for CC&like languages. It enjoys several pleasant properties 
but it is not a congruence with respect to parallel composition. 
In this paper we give a bisimulation-based characterization of the coarsest congruence con- 
tained within global-clock-bounded equivalence. The new equivalence is strictly related to another 
performance-sensitive equivalence proposed in the literature, lazy performance equivalence, and 
coincides with the latter when processes can perform visible actions only. @ 1998-Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Performance evaluation; Timed process algebras; Timed bisimulations 
1. Introduction 
The analysis of system efficiency can be done in process algebras by incorporating 
the duration of actions into the notion of process equivalence/preorder [ 1,3,5,6] (see 
[8] for an overview on timed process algebras with durationless actions). Processes are 
related not only according to the functionality (what actions a process can do), but also 
according to their performance (time consumed for their execution). These theories of 
processes with durational actions rely on the assumption that the actions have a static 
duration, chosen on the basis of the features of the abstract machine. Precisely, systems 
are distributed and each sequential component has a local clock whose elapsing is 
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set dynamically during the execution of the actions by the corresponding component. 
Whenever an action a is executed by a sequential component E, the value n of the 
clock of E is increased to n plus the duration of a, whilst the local clocks of the 
sequential components not involved in the execution of a are unaffected. In other 
words, each sequential subprocess is always eager to perform an executable action (or 
dually actions are urgent). 
Recently, new theories that allow some form of delay before the execution of actions 
have been proposed for CCS-like languages: global-clock-bounded (gcb) equivalence 
in [2] and lazy performance equivalence in [4]. The kind of performance analysis 
in [2] is related to the hypothesis that actions can be executed in delay. However, 
they cannot be delayed at will but there is an upper bound given by the maximum 
local clock value, representing the value of the global clock. This means that the 
system as a whole is anyway urgent, i.e., never stays idle. Two systems are equated if, 
considering the whole range of their executions going from the hypothesis of maximal 
parallelism (best urgent case) to the hypothesis of having just one processor (worst 
urgent case), they perform the same actions in the same amount of time. In other words, 
if P and Q are gcb equivalent, then P and Q are executed urgently in equivalent 
ways on any kind of architecture (with a certain number of processors) they can 
be actually implemented, even if the allocation of processes to processors can vary 
during the execution. This semantics enjoys several pleasant properties. For instance, 
because actions are “patient”, no transition of the untimed CCS operational semantics 
is dropped, with the immediate effect that gcb equivalence is a natural extension of 
interleaving untimed equivalences. This is in contrast with the semantics in [l] where it 
has been shown that eagerness of actions can prevent synchronizations between parallel 
components to happen. Furthermore, because actions cannot be delayed at will, the 
timed transition system associated with every process is finitely branching. This has 
allowed a smooth characterization of gcb equivalence in terms of modal and temporal 
logics [2]. Unfortunately, it is not a congruence; we will show that gcb equivalence is 
not preserved by CCS parallel composition. 
In contrast [4] concentrates on systems whose actions are lazy, that is, actions can 
be delayed arbitrarily long before being performed. The resulting equivalence, lazy 
performance equivalence, relates processes that can perform the same actions at the 
same time. It is a natural extension of interleaving untimed semantics and a con- 
gruence. 
In this paper we formally study the relationships between gcb equivalence and lazy 
performance equivalence. We show that the two equivalences are unrelated. However, 
a slightly different version of lazy performance equivalence, called lazy global-clock- 
bounded equivalence, turns out to be strictly finer than gcb equivalence and, more 
interestingly, coincides with the coarsest congruence contained in gcb equivalence. 
Similar to lazy performance equivalence, lazy gcb equivalence takes into account ex- 
ecutions that can be delayed arbitrarily long. We also show that the new equivalence 
coincides with lazy performance equivalence whenever processes can perform visible 
actions only. 
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2. The language 
The language used in this paper is a variant of Milner’s CCS and an extension of 
Nets of Automata (parallel composition can only appear at the top level) considered 
in [2]. It is worth noting that every statement in this paper holds also when dealing 
with this latter sublanguage. Below we report the syntax of our CCS-like language. As 
usual, the set of atomic actions is denoted by A, its complementation by 2 and r @A UA 
is the invisible action. Act =A UA (ranged over by a, b, . . .) is the set of visible actions 
and Act, =Act U (7) (ranged over by p) is the set of all actions. Complementation is 
extended to Act by a’= a. N denotes the natural numbers, while N+ denotes natural 
numbers excluding zero. A durational function f : Act -+ Nf assigns to each action 
the time needed for execution. We assume that, for every action a E Act, f(G) = f (a). 
Process variables, used for recursive definitions, are ranged over by x. 
The set of processes, denoted by P (ranged over by p, p’, . . .), are the closed (i.e., 
without free variables) terms generated by the grammar below. 
p:=nil 1 a.p ( wait n.p I gIPi I PIP I P\B I P[@I I x I ret X.P 
where n E Nf, B C Act and @ is a relabeling function. Process nil denotes a terminated 
process. By prefixing a term p with an action a, we get a process term a.p which 
can do an action a and then behaves like p. wait n.p denotes a process which waits 
for n E N+ time units and then behaves like p. Cielpi denotes alternative composition 
of pi with i E I (set I may be infinite). We require (I) 2 2. pl ) ~2, the parallel compo- 
sition of PI and ~2, is the process which can perform any interleaving of the actions 
of pi and pz or synchronizations whenever p1 and pz can perform complementary 
actions. p\B is a process which behaves like p but actions in B, or their complements, 
are forbidden. p[@] behaves like p but its actions are relabeled according to relabeling 
function Qi. As usual in the durational setting, @ is restricted to be a duration-preserving 
relabeling function. Finally, ret x.p is used for recursive definitions. For the sake of 
simplicity, terminal nil’s can be omitted; e.g. a+ b.c stands for a.nil+ b.c.nil. 
3. Global-clock-bounded equivalence 
In [2], a (timed) operational semantics for P is given in terms of labeled transition 
systems the states of which, called timed states, are obtained by the terms of a syntax 
extending that of processes with a local clock prefixing operator, n + _: 
d::=n+nil I n+a.p I n+waitn’.p I n+Cpi 1 n+recx.p’ ) did’ ) d\B 1 d[@] 
iE1 
where p, pi, ret x.p’~ P, nEN, ~‘EN +, B C Act and @ is a relabeling function. 
In order to define a simple operational semantics, the shorthand expression n + p is 
used to mean that n distributes over the operators, till the sequential components. The 
equations in Table 1, called clock distribution equations, show that the term n + p can 
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Table 1 
Clock distribution equations 
n’(PIP’)=(n*P)/(n =+ P’) 
n * (P\W = (n =+ P)\B 
n =+ (Pl@l) = (n =+ P)l@l 
be reduced to a canonical state, when interpreting these equations as rewriting rules 
from left to right. 
A timed state is a term d of the above syntax equipped with a global clock n, 
notation d D n. The global clock represents the global observation time for the execution. 
Here, we require that n 3 me(d), where me(d) gives the maximum of clock values m 
occurring in subterms of d of the form m + p. We use Y (ranged over by s, t, . . .) to 
denote the set of timed states. 
The set of labels of the transition relation is set L7 =Act, x N’ x N+. The transition 
relation proposed in [2] is of the form d D~I (%$) d’~m meaning that state d r>n can 
become state d’~m by performing action ,U at completing time m and the duration 
of p is Y.’ It is defined by the inference rules in Table 2. Note that these rules are 
parametric w.r.t. the chosen durational function f. Hence, we should write +f. For 
the sake of simplicity, the subscript will always be omitted whenever clear from the 
context. A few comments on the rules are now in order. The rule for action prefixing 
Act states that action a can only be completed at a time greater than or equal to the 
global clock, but less than or equal to the global clock plus the duration of a. This 
guarantees that the system as a whole never stays idle. Moreover, an obvious constraint 
on the local clock is imposed: the time of completion is greater than (or equal to) the 
sum of the local clock value with the duration of a. Similar reasonings hold for rule 
Wait. Rules Altl, Altz for nondeterministic composition, Ret for recursive definition, 
Res for restriction, Rel for relabeling and Pari, Par2 for parallel composition are as 
expected. Rule Synch deals with synchronization: dl D n and d2 Dn in (dl Id?) D n can 
synchronize, if they are able to perform complementary actions at the same time [l] 
(note that an (a,@-synchronization takes f(a) time units to be performed). 
Some properties of the global-clock-bounded (gcb for short) operational semantics 
have been proven in [2]. It has been shown that the time increases as the computation 
proceeds and that the system as a whole never idles. Moreover, no transition of the 
CCS untimed operational semantics (as defined in [7]) is dropped in the gcb operational 
semantics. In the next proposition, forget denotes a function which given a timed state 
d D n returns a CCS term obtained by removing from d DIZ its global clock, local 
clocks and by replacing prefixes wait n.p within d with prefixes z.p. +% denotes the 
untimed CCS operational semantics. 
* To be precise, the duration Y of the performed action p is not explicitly reported in the transition relation 
proposed in [2] which is, hence, of the form d D n *! d’ D m. r, here, is introduced for technical reasons; 
it makes easier the definition of the new congruence we will present in Section 4. 
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Table 2 
The operational roles for the global-clock-bounded operational semantics 
Act 
man++(a) and n’&m<n’+f(a) 
(n+a.p)Dn’ 
hm,y (m j p) D 112 
Wait 
m>n+n” and n’<m<n’+n” 
(n+ Wait n”.p) Dn' (7mn”)(m+p)Dm ss 
Alt, (n=spl)Dn”c>dDm 
(n=Spl +p2)Dn’(%>dDm 
Alt2 (n+p2)Dn’(z’,)dDm 
(Xm,r) 
(n*pl +p2)Dn’ -ts dDm 
Par] 
dlDn(“,m:r)d’Dm I Par2 
d2Dn(z:)d’Dm 2 
(Q Id2)Dn(ff$(d;Id2)Dm (C 1 dz)Dn ‘=:+dl (d;)Dm 
Synch 
d, D n b%%(a)) 
d;Dm and d2Dn(‘%:))d;Dm 
(dl Id2)Dn (“%($’ (d; Id;) D m 
Ret (n + p[rec x .p/x]) D n’ (5; d D m 
(n+rec x.p)Dn'(",m:r)dDm 
ResdDn 
(a,4 
-+s d’Dm and p,fi@B 
Rel 
dDn(ff?d’Dm s 
d\BDn 
(r.m,r) 
---is d’\BDm d[@]Dn 
(@(a).w) 
--Q d’[@]Dm 
Proposition 3.1. Let d Dn be a timed state. Then 
(i) d D n (*J) d’ D n’ implies m = n’, n <m (no ill-timed) and n’ <n + r (no idling, as 
a whole); 
(ii) d D n (3) d’ D m implies forget(d D n) +% forget(d’ D m) and, conversely, 
forget(d D n) &+ E implies 3m, r E N+ such that d D n (TS) d’ D m and E = 
forget(d’ D m). 
Based on the operational semantics in Table 2, global-clock-bounded equivalence 
is defined as a bisimulation-based semantics. Two processes are related if they can 
perform the same actions at the same completion time. Note that the duration of the 
performed actions, is not significant when experimenting over processes. 
Definition 3.1 (Global-clock-bounded quivalence). (1) A binary, symmetric relation 
ZR over Y is a GC-bisimulation iff for each (dl D n, d2 D n)~ 8: 
b4~,~) 
- d,Dn -S d{Dm implies d2Dn --fS (p’m’r”diDm and (d,‘Dm,d;Dm)E?J?. 
(2) Two-timed states dl Dn and d2 in are global-clock-bounded quivalent, denoted 
drDn& 2 d Dn, if and only if there exists a GC-bisimulation 8 such that (dl Dn, 
dzDn)E%. 
(3) Two processes ~1, p2 are global-clock-bounded quivalent, denoted p1 -&p2, 
if and only if O+p~DO&O+pzDO. 
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We omit f when it is clear from the context, as in dl D n -GC d2 D n and p1 NGC ~2. 
Global-clock-bounded equivalence is not a compositional semantics: it is (only) not 
preserved by parallel composition. Intuitively, this is because the gcb operational se- 
mantics strongly relies on the value of the global clock, so that the elapsing of the time 
(due, for instance, to the execution of actions by a parallel component) may lead gcb 
equivalent timed states to non-gcb equivalent states. In other words, dl in NGC d2 in 
not necessarily implies dl D 112 NGC d2 D m for m > n. 
Proposition 3.2. There are P processes PI, p2 and p3 such that p1 NGC p2 but pl lp3 
+GC p21p3. 
Proof. Assume f(a) = f(b) = 1 and consider p1 and p2 defined by 
p1 =wait 2.a(wait 1.b and pz=pt +wait l.(b)(wait l.a+wait 2.a)). 
To prove that p1 NGC ~2, observe that every transition out of p1 can be easily matched 
by p2 and, similarly, every transition out of summand p1 within p2 can be eas- 
(T,l,l) 
ily matched by pl. Now, consider transition (0 + ~2) D 0 -s (1 + b ( 1 + (wait 1 .a + 
(5Ll) 
wait 2. a)) D 1 out of ~2. To match this transition, p1 can perform (0 + ~1) D 0 --+$ 
(0 + wait 2 .a 1 1 + b) D 1 and the two latter timed states are -cc-equivalent. However, 
pi Ic and p2(c are not -cc-equivalent if f(c) = 6. 3 Indeed, transition 0 + (pl 1 c) D 
(c 6 6) 
O(*?(O+p116+t~il)~6 can only be matched by O+(p2)c)DO 3, (O+pz( 
6 + nil) D 6. Then consider transition (0 + ~216 + nil) D 6 (2: (7 =+ b(7 + (wait 1 .a + 
wait 2.a)16+nil)D7 that can only be matched by (O+pi16+&)~6(z?(O+ 
wait 2.al7 + b)6+nil)D7. Now, the latter target state has a r-transition at time 7 
(due to the component 0 + wait 2 .a) that cannot be matched by the former one. 0 
The following section is devoted to introducing a bisimulation-based semantics that 
strictly implies gcb equivalence and coincides with the coarsest congruence contained in 
gcb equivalence. This new semantics relies on the lazy operational semantics proposed 
in [4] where actions can be delayed arbitrarily long before firing. 
4. The lazy global-clock-bounded quivalence 
The lazy operational semantics in [4] is defined by the rules in Table 2 when Act 
and Wait are replaced by the corresponding NAct and NWait in Table 3 and ---+$ by 
-I . The rule for action prefixing NAct states that an action a can start its execution 
at a time greater than the local clock and complete its execution at a time greater than 
the global clock n’. Similarly for NWait. 
3 A more complex p3 can be exploited to prove that NFC is not preserved by parallel composition also 
in case function f is a constant durational function. 
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Table 3 
The operational roles for the new lazy operational semantics 
NAct 
m>n+f(a) and man’ 
(n+a.p)Dn’ +%(n)) (m z$ p) D m 
NWait 
m>n+n” and man’ 
(n * wait n”.p) D n’ 
(7 m PI”) 
=, (mJp)bVl 
The following lemma establishes some relationships between the gcb operational 
semantics and the lazy one. They are useful in the rest of this paper and can be 
proven by a simple inspection of the gcb and lazy operational rules. 
Lemma 4.1. Let d D n be a timed state. Then 
(i) dI>n(%m:r)d’r>m with m<n+r implies dDn(yS)d’bm; 
(ii) d D n (3S) d’ D m implies d D n (3) d’ D m; 
(iii) d D n (3) d’ D m implies d D t bw7) -1 d’ D m for every t such that me(d) < t <m. 
On top of the lazy transition system lazy performance quivalence [4] has been 
defined. Intuitively, two timed states, dl D n and d2 D n, are lazy performance equiv- 
alent if whenever dl D n (and similarly for d2 r>n) can perform a (lazy) action 1( at 
time m, dl D n (3) d{ D m, then d2 D n can perform the same action at the same time, 
(WV’) , d2r>n ---+I d2Dm, and the resulting states are still related. More formally, lazy per- 
formance equivalence can be obtained by replacing -+S with ---+I, GC-bisimulation 
with LP-bisimulation, global-clock-bounded with lazy performance and -& with 
-pf in Definition 3.1. Lazy performance equivalence leads to equating processes p = 
wait 1 + wait 2 and q = wait 1 because transitions out of summand wait 2 in the former 
process can be matched by delayed transitions of the latter process. However, p and 
q are distinguished by gcb equivalence (thus, lazy performance equivalence cannot be 
(7,W 
the largest congruence within gcb equivalence). Transition 0 + p D 0 -S 2 + nil D 2 
cannot be matched by 0 + q DO because this latter state can only perform 0 + 
q D 0 (“11!) 1 + nil D 1. Indeed, as noted previously, no transition in the gcb transition 
relation, can be delayed more than the global observation time (Proposition 3.1(i)). 
In order to characterize the coarsest congruence within gcb equivalence, called lazy 
global-clock-bounded quivalence, we consider actions which can be delayed arbitrarily 
long. Assume dl D n be a timed state and dl D n (nm’r) -I d,’ D m be derivable by the rules in 
Table 3. Intuitively, this transition is possible in a global-clock-bounded setting if dl D n 
is in parallel composition with a timed state which has global clock t with m -r < t d m 
and t 2 n. To match this transition a timed state d2 D n, to be lazy gcb equivalent to 
dl D n, has to be able to perform a transition d2 D n @$) di D m such that t >m - r’ (to 
be possible in a gcb setting) and di D m still related to di D m. 
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Definition 4.1 (Luzy global-clock-bounded equivalence). (1) A binary, symmetric re- 
lation ZR over 9’ is an L-bisimulation iff for each (dl D n,dz D n) E 9% 
_ if dlDn(TjdiDm and t is such that m - r<t<m and tan, then dzr>n 
WV’) -1 d;Dm with tarn-r’ and (d{Dm,diDm)ER. 
(2) Two-timed states dl D n and d2 D n are lazy global-clock-bounded equivalent, 
denoted dl D n - Lf d2 Dn, if and only if there exists an L-bisimulation 8 such that 
(dl Dn,d2Dn)E%. 
(3) Two processes ~1, p2 are lazy global-clock-bounded equivalent, denoted p1 -L 
~2, if and only if O+-p~DO--,fO+p2DO. 
Again, we omit f when it is clear from the context. Some remarks, useful to a 
better understanding of the new relation, are now in order. They give alternative char- 
acterizations of the above definition which will be useful later on. 
Remark 4.1. Consider item (1) of Definition 4.1. We have two possible situations for 
t and II. 
MV’) , 
(1) m - r <n < t <m. In this case fix t = n and consider transition d2 D n -1 d2 D m 
such that (d{ D m,di D m)E !J? and (t=)n Zm - r’. Then for every t such that 
n 6 t Gm, condition t >, m - r’ trivially holds. 
Thus, in order to match a transition dl D n (3) di D m with n > m - r (or equiv- 
alently m <n + r), it suffices to find a transition d2 D n ifis? di D m such that 
(diDm,diDm)E% and narn - r’ (or equivalently mdn+r’). 
(WV’) , 
(2) n<m-r~t~m.Inthiscasefixt=m-randconsidertransitionQDn -1 d,Dm 
such that (d~Dm,d~Dm)E% and (t=)m - ram - r’ from which r<r’. Note 
that for every t such that m - r d t <m, condition tam - r’ immediately 
follows. 
Thus, in order to match a transition dl D n (3) d{ D m with n cm - r it suf- 
fices to find a transition d2 D n (‘2;) di Dm such that (di D m,d.$ D m)E !R and 
r<r’. 
Remark 4.2. Consider item (1) of Definition 4.1 and assume that dl D n and d2 D n can 
perform visible actions only. A transition dl D n @‘%f!8)) d( D m has to be matched for 
every t, such that m - f(a) Q t <m and t $ n, by a transition d2 D n ‘a’m,f!p” do D m with 
(d; D m, di D m) E !R and t 2 m - f(a). By hypothesis, constraint t 2 m - f(a) clearly 
holds. 
Hence, if processes that can only perform visible actions, item ( 1) of Definition 4.1 is 
equivalent to: dl D n (a,m,f(a)) -1 d{ D m implies d2 D n (“m,f(p)) di D m and (d{ D m, d$ D m) E 8. 
An immediate consequence of this observation is that lazy gcb equivalence and lazy 
performance equivalence coincide over this sub-language. 
Lazy global-clock-bounded equivalence is a congruence (the proof is standard). 
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Proposition 4.1. Let nE N+, a EAct and ~1, ~2, p be processes uch that pl wL p2. 
Then 
(1) a.pl -_~a.p;! and wait n.pl -L wait n.pz 
(2) PI+P~LP~+P andp+pl-~p+p2 
(3) PIIPNLP~IP and PIPI -LPPIPZ 
(4) PI\BNL pz\B 
(5) Pl [@I _LP2[@1. 
If we consider also open terms, it can be proven that -I. is a congruence also 
for recursion following standard techniques [7]. By the respective definitions it is not 
difficult to convince that lazy gcb equivalence is finer than gcb equivalence as the 
following proposition shows. 
Proposition 4.2. Let p and q be P processes. Then p NL q implies p WC q. 
Proof. By Lemma 4. l(ii), dj D n (ws) d{ D m implies dl D n (T/ di D m, and by Lemma 
(/VU) (p. m, r) 
4.1(i) and m <n + r (fix t = n), dl D n -1 di D m implies dl D n --tS di D m. This is 
sufficient to prove that every L-bisimulation is also a GC-bisimulation. 0 
The converse does not hold. Consider the pair of processes p1 and p2 given in 
Proposition 3.2 that are -cc-equivalent but not -L-equivalent: p -CC q does not imply 
P"r.4. 
4.1. -L Coincides with the largest congruence within VX 
In this section we study the relationships between the largest congruence contained 
in gcb equivalence and lazy gcb equivalence. We prove that the two equivalences 
coincide. We start by defining the largest congruence within gcb equivalence. Let CIl 
denotes a CCS context with a single “hole”. It is a term of the following grammar; 
we use C(p) to denote the process obtained from Cl, by replacing [] with p 
DO := [I I a-4 I wait n.% I4 +P 1 P+~I / QIP 1 PIDI I h\B I @[@I~ 
Definition 4.2. Let p1 and p2 be P processes. We say that p1 and p2 are WV- 
equivalent, p1 w’ p2, iff for every context CI] is C(pl ) NGc C(p2). 
The following Proposition is standard: ’ N is the coarsest congruence contained in -p. 
Proposition 4.3. (1) mw is a congruence. 
(2) If 0 iS a congruence and pl ap2 implies p1 NGC p2 then p1 ap2 implies p1 N’ ~2. 
A new binary relation over P processes is needed to prove the coincidence between 
lazy gcb equivalence and the largest congruence within gcb equivalence. Two processes 
are related if and only if they are gcb equivalent under all possible parallel contexts. 
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Definition 4.3. Let pi and p2 be P processes. We say that p1 and p2 are J- 
equivalent, p1 J p2, iff for every P process p3 is PI/ p3 NGC p2\ p3. 
The main contribution of this section is a coincidence result between wL and J. 
Then the coincidence between 3 and NL easily follows. New notation is needed. 
Definition 4.4. A timed state d’ D m is a descendant of a timed state d D n if a sequence 
of actions ~1, p2,, . . , p, with pi EAct,, 1 d i 6 n, exists such that d D n 
(Pl>WJl) 
-1 dl D ml 
(PZ?WZ) -, ... (P”,W?l) , -1 d Dm for some ml, rl, m2, r2,. . .,m,_l, r-,-l, r, in N+. 
Definition 4.5. The set L C_ Act is a sort for a timed state d D n E Y if whenever d’ D m is 
a descendant of dDn and d’Dm(@$d”Dt, then aEL. We write dDn:L. For dDnEY 
we assume that whenever d D n : L then we can always find at least two actions of 
duration 1 not in L. 
Lemma 4.2. Let p1 and p2 be P processes. Then pl NL p2 ifl pl ws ~2. 
Proof. Assume pl NL ~2, Because NL is a congruence then ~11~3 wL p2 1 p3 for every 
p3. By Proposition 4.2, p1 (pj WCC p2 1~3. Hence p1 J ~2. Now assume p1 J p2. We 
define an L-bisimulation % containing (0 + p1 D 0, 0 + p2 D 0). Let 0 + p1 D 0, 0 + 
p2 D 0 : L and 6, c $! L such that f(b) = f(c) = 1. Define a parallel context Ctj over set 
of timed states, strong enough to ensure that a particular relation is an L-bisimulation. 
Let Cg be defined by 
Crl=[]lO+A where A=recx.(VI(E+x))\{c} and Y=.E; waitn.(b+c). 
+ 
Now take the relation 
%={(dlDn,d2Dn)IdlDn,d:!Dn:L,mc(d~)=mc(d2)=n and 
C(4 ) D 12 -CC C(4) D n}. 
!R relates timed states dl r>n and d2 D n, if they are -Gc-equivalent within context Cg . 
Cc], puts timed state di D n (i = 1,2) in parallel composition with a process A which, 
because the infinite summation EnEN + wait n. (b + c), can elapse the global clock by 
performing a proper r-transition. 4 Action b, in a summand wait n.(b + c) (n E IV), 
ensures that a r-transition out of A within Con (and similarly for C(d2) in) is 
matched by a r-transition out of A within C(d2)Dn. Hence, the components in paral- 
lel with dl D n and d2 D n can equivalently elapse the global clock. The usefulness of 
action c in a summand wait n .(b + c) (n E k_J+) will be clearer later. 
4 The infinite summation is not really needed. We could replace it with a process which increases the 
global clock value by iteratively performing, starting at time n, an action b of duration 1 not in the sort 
of dl D n and dz D n. This, also allows us to replace summation xi,, pi in our language with the classic 
binary choice operator at the cost of a more involved proof of our main statement. 
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We now prove that !R is an L&simulation. First of all, note that p1 wsp2 im- 
plies p1 IA -GC pz[A and, by definition of gcb equivalence, (0 + pl(O +A) D 0 -GC 
(O=+pz~O~A)r>O. Hence, C(O+pi)t>O~o~C(0+p2)~0 and (O+pl DO,O+ 
p2D0)Ex. 
Now assume, (di D n, d2 D n) E 8 and dl D n (p’m’r) ---‘I d{ D m. For every t such that m - 
hv-‘) , r<t<m and tan, we have to find dir>rn such that d2Dn dl d2Dm, tarn-rr’ and 
(d,‘Dm,dir>m)E8. 
We just prove the statement for invisible actions. The proof for the visible case 
is simpler. Thus, assume dl D n (z/d{ D m (r 2 1). As in Remark 4.1 we distinguish 
two cases: m > n + r or m dn + r. Assume that m > n + r. Then m - r > n and, hence, 
consider the following transition: 
C(di)Dn (*‘~~~-“R=(d, I(m-r=s(b+C))O+(c+A))\{C})Dm-r. 
Since C(dl) DIZ -GC C(d2) D n, and R can perform an action b at time m - r + 1, we 
must have 
(r,m-r,m-r) 
C(d2)Dn ds T 
=(dl)(m-r~(b+c)/O=S(~+A))\{c})Dm-r and RNGCT. 
The r-transition out of C(d2) DIZ cannot be performed by unwinding process A more 
than once. Indeed, transition R (‘~~~“” (dl I (m - r + 1 + nil ) m - r + 1 + nil)\ 
{c}) D m-r + 1 cannot be successfully matched by T if the r-transition out of C(d2) D n 
would be performed by unwinding A more than once. This also explains the role of 
the actions c within context Cl]. 
Now, by dl D n (3) dl D m and Lemma 4.l(iii), we also have dl D m - r ‘z) d,’ D m 
and hence by Lemma 4.1(i) dl D m - r (ysi di D m. It follows that 
R (ym:r) R’=(d[I(m-r~(b+c)~O~(~+A))\{c})~m 
(and mc(di) = m). Since R NGC T, process T can only match this transition by per- 
forming 
T (‘2:) T’=(diI(m-r+(b+c)IO+((c+A))\{c})Dm 
that is also d2 D m -r crGi’ di D m (and mc(di) = m). By Proposition 3.1 m <m-r + r’, 
that is, r <r’. By Lemma 4.l(ii) and (iii) it also follows that dz D n cT,m,r;’ di D m. Since 
r Q r’, condition on Remark 4.1 (2) holds. It remains to prove that (4 D m, di D m) E 3, 
i.e. that C(d{) D m “GC C(di) D m. Since r > 1, consider the following transition 
R’ ( 2:’ R”=(di I(m+nif (O+(C+A))\{c})Dm 
can only be matched by T’ by performing (note that R” cannot perform b) 
T’ ( b,“;’ T”=(d~~(m=+nil~O~(E+A))\{c})Dm. 
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Now, note that R” ~~~(d{(m+nilIO + A)D~ -GC (d{(O+A)r>m and T”-Gc 
(d;Im=S-nil10 + A)Dm -CC (di / O+A)Dm. Hence, by mc(di)=mc(di)=m, we 
have (diDm,diDm)E%. 
Finally, assume dl D n (z/ di D m and m bn + r. By Remark 4. I we have to find 
d2 t>n (“m’l;)d;Drn with m<n +r’ and (di Dm,diDm)E!R. By Lemma 4.1(i) it fol- 
lows dl D n (3) di D m. Thus, C(dl ) D n (‘A~) --ts C(d[)r>m and by C(dl)t>nNGcC(d2)~n, 
it follows that C(d2) D n (r,n:*) C(d;) D m with C(di) D m -CC C(di) D m (Note, indeed, 
that C(di) cannot perform action b). By an inspection of the gcb operational seman- 
tics we also have d2 D n (‘%i) di b m. By Proposition 3.1, m bn + r’. By Lemma 4.l(ii) 
, 
d2 D n (‘5,) di D m and m <n + r’ so that condition on Remark 4.1( 1) still holds. More- 
over, it is mc(d[) = mc(di) = m and hence (d,’ D m, di D m) E !I?. Cl 
Now, since J and -L coincide (Lemma 4.2) and NL is a congruence, immediately 
follows that ,J is also a congruence. Then we show that the equivalence under all 
possible contexts, -‘, coincides with that under just parallel contexts wS. 
Lemma 4.3. J coincides with wW. 
Proof. Assume PI J p2 and prove p1 N’ ~2. By Proposition 4.3(2) and the fact 
that ms is a congruence, since ws is stronger than VX (take p3 = nil). Furthermore 
p1 -‘p2 implies p1 J p2 since [lip3 is just a particular kind of context. 0 
Theorem 4.1. -L coincides with -‘, 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, NL coincides with wS, while by Lemma 4.3, wS coincides with 
wV; thus the statement immediately follows. 0 
By Remark 4.2, lazy gcb equivalence coincides with lazy performance equivalence 
[4] over the sub-language of processes that can perform only visible actions. Thus, 
in this sub-language, lazy performance equivalence is the largest congruence within 
gcb equivalence. Lazy gcb equivalence relies on the same (timed) transitional seman- 
tics of lazy performance equivalence that, as observed in [4], gives rise to infinite 
branching transition systems. Nevertheless, in [4] it has been shown that lazy perfor- 
mance equivalence is decidable in the class of systems associated with a finite-standard 
untimed transition system: an alternative finite characterization of that equivalence has 
been given which allows a smooth application of the well-known algorithms for check- 
ing bisimulation-based equivalences. By following similar techniques of [4] lazy gcb 
equivalence also can be provided with a finite alternative characterization and similar 
decidability results of lazy performance equivalence can be proven for the coarsest 
congruence within gcb equivalence. 
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